
1. Die-cut 8 petals from white, pink or red cardstock. Die-cut one calyx 
and four leaves from medium to bright green cardstock and one large 
and one small stamen from yellow cardstock.

2. Shade petals at the stem end with PanPastel® on the Non-stick Pad. Shape and 
pinch. Bend petals on the Molding Pad using the medium ball stylus.

5. Cut the fillaments of the small stamen. Use a toothpick to apply a small amount 
of glue along the bottom edge of the stamen and roll. Adhere the small stamen to 
the inside of the large stamen, then adhere both to the center of the Flower.

4. With scissors, cut the fillaments of the large stamen in half. Use the small ball 
stylus on the Molding Pad to stir the large stamen. Use tweezers to bend the 
fillaments in toward the center.

3. Stir calyx on Molding Pad using the medium ball stylus. Transfer the calyx to the 
non-stick pad, dip stem ends of petals into glue and adhere three petals, alternating 
every other projection. Place the other three petals slightly closer to the center of the 
Flower between the first petals. Place in the Flower Pot to set.
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6. Using a toothpick, apply a small amount of glue to the tips of the stamen 
filaments. Sprinkle Woodland Scenics Pollen Yellow over the center of the Flower. 
Shake off excess.
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7. Place leaves on the Leaf Pad, right-side down, and stem. Turn over and fold 
along the stem line. Apply highlight of PanPastel Bright Yellow Green down the 
stem line. Place back on the Leaf Pad, right side up, and vein. Pinch and bend 
leaf. Dip stem end into the glue and set in place under the Flower.
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